
Over the past several years, The Institute has 
been evolving and exploring opportunities to 
expand its reach within relevant markets with its 
new brand and messaging. The Institute offers 
certifications that cater to a particular subset of 
the financial services industry, which sets them 
apart from competitors offering educational 
commodities. While the rest of the competition 
possessed a significantly larger addressable 
audience, The Institute needed to uncover white 
space across a much more niche landscape. The 
Institute team quickly realized that it would need 
a robust data source and a strategic marketing 
plan to achieve success in its efforts to expand 
brand awareness and ultimately drive greater 
certification enrollment. 

Through careful analysis of the unique marketing 
challenges and needs facing The Institute, 
Discovery Data presented their team with a 
holistic approach centered around driving 
awareness and gaining critical leads in the 
marketplace, with the ultimate goal of driving 
certification enrollment. 

Client Profile Business Goals

A Partner in the Financial Community

For over 30 years, the Investments & 
Wealth Institute has been the leading 
financial organization that individuals 
and firms turn to for their advanced 
professional development. The Institute 
is dedicated to serving the educational 
needs of advanced investment and wealth 
professionals around the world. They pride 
themselves on being the premier fixture 
for Financial Advisors, Wealth Managers, 
and Investment Consultants to come to for 
their higher education needs. The Institute 
offers a full suite of member benefits, 
including hosting six conferences annually, 
providing monthly blogs, podcasts, and 
webinars, offering the CIMA®, CPWA®, and 
RMA® certification programs, and providing 
online courses for individuals to obtain 
continuing education credits. 
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Discovery Data’s marketing intelligence tool was 
valuable in providing insight into prospects for The 
Institute courses, forums, and other educational 
offerings to create advancement in the financial 
services industry. However, the Discovery Data 
team recognized that more precise targeting 
for both identifying opportunities and delivering 
messaging could greatly increase certification 
interest. 

The Discovery Data team began with an exploration 
of The Institute’s unique, niche audience. This 
analysis was necessary to identify the greatest 
possible number of individuals in Discovery Data 
that could be a fit for The Institute’s educational 
services. The two teams partnered up to segment 
the marketplace into the Institute’s target 
audiences and compare the information from 
these segments to The Institute’s existing database. 
This served the dual benefit of identifying new 
prospects and making The Institute’s internal data 
infrastructure more comprehensive and complete. 
The final catalog of potential targets was then 
included in a strategic email campaign program 
using Discovery Data MarketReach.  

MarketReach became instrumental in facilitating 
a triggered email marketing cadence. The teams 

considered an extensive list of factors to identify 
opportunities for each campaign. This included 
various geographies, established certifications, 
licenses and designations held, and experience 
levels. The Discovery Data team further optimized 
execution by using its industry experience and 
resources to evaluate ideal timing and recipient 
inbox trends.

The strategies implemented continuously yielded 
strong results. In 2020, 46 email campaigns were 
launched, which consisted of 67,000 targeted 
recipients each. The emails featured relevant 
subject lines and content to draw interest from 
prospect segments. Today, multiple campaigns 
continue running through MarketReach each 
month. 

The segmentation, targeting, and cadence of 
these email campaigns allowed The Institute to 
gain greater coverage in the market. They engage 
prospects more effectively by establishing more 
consistent touchpoints and a larger, cohesive 
narrative to stimulate engagement that doesn’t 
oversaturate the market. Discovery Data also 
allocated its outbound call center to follow up 
with targets that were not already a part of The 
Institute’s database. 

Solutions

Results

As a result of tapping into Discovery Data’s complete financial services industry data, 
marketing intelligence tool, and MarketReach email services, The Institute was able to reach a 
wider share of the market, while staying highly targeted. The targeting capabilities allowed The 
Institute to establish a more personalized relationship with audience members while building 
credibility and brand awareness. The Institute saw a 93% deliverability rate and an average 
of 1,500 opens per campaign, providing them with a steady flow of applications and event 
registrations throughout the year.
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